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478a Tuesday, February 5, 2013periodic lamellipodial protrusion retractions cycles that require a rigid substrate
and the development of adhesions1. Moreover, there is evidence that rigidity is
detected locally in the region near the cell edge2. The motor protein myosin II
powers cell retractions, which are simultaneous with rearward flow of the
actin filament network1. However, the pattern and mechanism of forces
exerted by cells to test matrix rigidity have not been characterized. using
high-resolution force sensing pillars, we show here that the primary forces
powering periodic edge retraction come from local contraction units, which
exert inward forces near the cell edge, correlated with outward forces 2-3 mi-
crometers rearwards from the edge. Pillar displacement correlates with the local
concentrations of active myosin II and the actin crosslinking protein alpha-
actinin, but not with local levels of other common actin binding proteins.
The contractile units therefore display similarity to striated muscle and stress
fiber units, which are ~1-3 micrometers long, rely on myosin II for contractility,
and contain alpha-actinin as a major component of the complex that anchors
actin filaments. Thus, our results indicate that local contractile units, with
sarcomere-like organization, are responsible for periodic cell edge retractions
and rigidity sensing. References: [1] G. Giannone, B. Dubin-Thaler, M. Sheetz
et al. (2007) Cell 128, 561-575. [2] S. Ghassemi, G. Meacci, J. Hone et al.
(2012) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 109, 5328-5333
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Introduction: Myofibril based mechanical studies allow targeted evaluation of
sarcomeric protein function. Here we describe a novel method of obtaining
myofibrils from primary cardiomyocyte culture.
Methods: Adult rat ventricular myocytes (ARVMs) were obtained by enzy-
matic digestion and maintained in serum free environment for 72 hours.
ARVMs were homogenized in relaxing solution (pCa 9.0) with 20% sucrose,
and myofibril suspension was made. Myofibrils, mounted on a force recording
apparatus, were Ca2þ-activated and fully relaxed by fast solution switching at
15C and 2.1 mm initial sarcomere length.
Results from ARVM myofibrils were compared to those myofibrils obtained
from ventricular tissue with traditional skinning method (0.05% Triton-
X100). Results: At maximal Ca2þ-activation (pCa 4.5) myofibril mechanical
parameters from ARVMs were 8 mN/mm2 (resting tension), 156.4 mN/mm2
(maximal active tension, Po), 5.4 s-1 (rate of force activation, kACT), 5.2 s-
1 (rate of force redevelopment following release-restretch, kTR), 41.6 ms (lin-
ear relaxation duration), and 13.6 s-1 (exponential relaxation rate). The param-
eters of the myofibrils isolated from the ventricular tissue were not significantly
different. Degree of run-down (decrease in Po and kACT between subsequent
activation-relaxation cycles) was evaluated. Between first and third activations,
we noted the following % changes in myofibrils from ARVM cultures:23.6%
(Po),29.6% (kACT). The magnitude of run-down was not statistically differ-
ent between myofibrils from ARVMs versus the traditional Triton skinned sam-
ples. Finally, pCa50 from Triton skinned, ARVM culture day 0, and ARVM
culture day 3 myofibrils were 5.76, 5.74, and 5.71, respectively.
Conclusion: Myofibrils obtained from ARVMs is a viable method to study
myofibril mechanics. This culture based approach to obtaining myofibrils
will allow pharmacological and genetic manipulation of the cardiomyocytes
to correlate biochemical and biophysical properties.
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Among the three types of intracellular filament types, only the intermediate fil-
aments (IFs) are able to withstand high loads of tensile stress. Despite the path-
ophysiological relevance of this mechanical support function in living cells, our
current knowledge about the mechanical properties of IF is almost exclusively
based on in vitro experiments with isolated IF. In our study we stretched living
cells uniaxially by 80% for 30s to determine the extension of keratin filaments
(the IF of epithelia) and we investigated how the filaments behave after stretch
release. Moreover we used keratin mutants that mimic or abrogate phosphory-
lation of keratin 8-serine431 and keratin 18-serine52 to further investigate
whether phosphorylation affects the mechanical properties of keratin filaments.
When cells are stretched and released the keratin filaments buckle, discernible
by tortuous keratin filaments. Our experiments show that this tortuousness is
not simply caused by a plastic overextension of keratin filaments but requiresan intact actin-myosin system. Probably actin/myosin provide a scaffold for
cross linking proteins (e.g. plectin) to anchor the keratin filaments in their
extended state during stretch. When the stretch is released, the scaffold is
pushed together and the cross linkers buckle the keratin filaments. Interestingly,
no filament tortuousness was found when cells were transfected with keratin
mutants where phosphorylation of keratin18-serine52 was abrogated. We pro-
pose that dephosphorylated keratin18-serine52 strengthens the recoil force of
keratin filaments and enables keratin to overpower the buckling force exerted
by the compressed scaffold. Alternatively, the keratin dephosphorylation
might weaken its binding to cross linker proteins, permitting a ‘frictionless’
slipping back of the filaments after stretch release. We found that keratin18-
serine52 is predominantly phosphorylated in the cell periphery, which points
at a particular role of the peripheral keratin network in this regard.
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Cells, in vivo, generally live in environments that are much softer (~kPa stiff-
ness) than tissue culture plastic or glass on which they are usually studied
(~GPa stiffness). While the response of the microtubule and the actin cytoskel-
etal networks to substrate stiffness has been previously studied, the response of
the vimentin intermediate filament network to changing substrate stiffness is
not known. When cells are grown on different stiffness polyacrylamide gels,
there is no change in the total amount of vimentin protein. However, there is
a significant change in the amount of vimentin protein that can be extracted
by Triton-X 100 when the cells are grown on substrates of physiological stiff-
ness. In human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) cultured on glass, less than
5% of the vimentin is in the soluble pool. On substrates of physiological stiff-
ness, the amount of soluble vimentin responds in a biphasic manner. The
amount of soluble vimentin increases as stiffness decreases to a peak of about
65% soluble pool in cells cultured on a 5 kPa substrate. The amount of soluble
vimentin then decreases again as substrate stiffness decreases to 0.2 kPa. This
phenomenon appears dependent on contractility, as on stiff gels treated with
blebbistatin or cytochalasin D the soluble vimentin pool increases and there
is no change in soluble vimentin on 5 kPa gels. In addition, cells grown in a con-
fluent monolayer on a 5 kPa gel show a significant decrease in the soluble pool.
These observations can help to elucidate the function of the vimentin network,
and suggest that in vivo cells maintain a much larger pool of dynamic vimentin
than is seen under standard tissue culture conditions.
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Cell mechanical properties are routinely quantified by indenting the cell with
a probe of an AFM. Because the resulting deformations are relatively large
(~mm), the mechanical contribution of the different parts of the cell is expected
to change during the indentation. This results in a non-linear response of the
cell as a whole, with both elastic and viscous properties.
We used a combined AFM and vertical optical trapping approach to deform
single fibroblasts with a micrometer-sized bead at forces from 10 pN to 1
nN. At low indentations (0.2 mm) the cellular response is mainly elastic; the
modulus of 100 Pa is largely determined by the actin cortex. At higher inden-
tations, viscous effects increase the apparent elastic modulus. This viscous con-
tribution followed a weak power-law with an exponent of up to 0.31 (at 1 mm).
Optical trapping has the benefit of a lower
force noise than AFM and gives consistent
results for the cell’s visco-elasticity. The
combination of both techniques allows the
investigation of single cells at a wide range
of length- and time-scales which enables the
separation of their viscous and elastic
components.2448-Pos Board B467
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Tuesday, February 5, 2013 479aProbing the mechanical properties of the nucleus is essential to understanding
whole-cell mechanics under different physiological conditions. The nucleus
has a complex composition yielding intricate rheological behavior that is ap-
pealing for measurements over a wide frequency range. However none of the
existing techniques can exceed the kHz range. Moreover, the invasive nature
of most of these techniques hampers the study of cell mechanics evolution dur-
ing biological processes under physiological conditions. Here, we report the use
of laser-generated GHz acoustic waves to probe the stiffness and viscosity of
nuclei in single live cells. We demonstrate that the stiffness and viscosity reflect
the compressional dynamics of the nuclear components. Furthermore we reveal
the existence of a universal nuclear stiffness equal to 15 GPa in adult mamma-
lian cells. We also emphasize the importance of Poisson’s ratio in the describ-
ing the dynamic mechanical behavior of cells. Accordingly, we postulate that at
GHz acoustical frequencies, anharmonic processes might occur in the cell in
addition to thermally activated absorption processes already considered at
low frequencies. On this basis, we demonstrate that the mechanical properties
of the internal structure of the cell nucleus probed by GHz acoustic waves
correlate with a specific gene expression pattern during cell differentiation.
We suggest that the induction of differentiation synchronizes the stiffness of
the cell nuclei. This analysis is supported by the observation of a new stress
fiber organization around the nucleus and of an increased number of focal
adhesions throughout the entire cell. The method described here is therefore
capable of probing in a non-invasive manner the nanomechanical behavior of
single live cell nuclei. This approach should open new areas in the investigation
of physiological processes under biological conditions.
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In recent years reductionist biomimetic approaches have been able to reproduce
complex biological phenomena, such as single cell locomotion or self-
replication on the molecular scale. Here we address the effect of homeostatic
pressure oncell-cell adhesionusing densely packedemulsiondroplets as amimic
for the mechanical and adhesive properties of biological tissues. By visualizing
the microstructure in 3D we find that a threshold compression force is necessary
to overcome electrostatic repulsion and surface elasticity and establish protein-
mediated adhesion. Furthermore, varying the interaction potential maps out
a phase diagram for adhesion as a function of force and salt concentration.
Remarkably, fitting the data with our theoretical model predicts binder concen-
trations in the adhesion areas that are similar to those found in real cells. More-
over, the adhesion size dependence on the applied force reveals adhesion
strengtheningwith increasing homeostatic pressure even in the absence of active
cellular processes. To further mimic the cell-cell adhesion we next replace the
interdroplet biotin-streptavidin bonds with the extracellular domains of E-cad-
herins that are also grafted onto the lipid monolayer stabilizing the droplets.
This new system of adhesive proteins unexpectedly leads to a very different be-
havior of the biomimetic emulsion: droplet fusion. This fusion involves the
merging of the two lipid monolayers assembled on the surface of the droplets
and can therefore shed light onto general fusionmechanisms.Our system reveals
the role of both calcium ions and lipid domain segregation for the observed
cadherin-mediated fusion. The variety of bio-inspired emulsions that can be de-
signed with our system creates a rich playground for problems in biophysics.
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Three dimensional (3D) cell culture is becoming a mainstream in vitro model
for studying cellular behavior as it is recognized that animal cells require the
biophysical and biochemical cues within the 3D extracellular matrix (ECM)
to perform truly physiologically realistic functions. Tools for quantitative mea-
surements of the mechanical interactions between cells and the ECM, however,
are largely limited to cells cultured on 2D substrates. We present our efforts in
developing 3D cell traction microscopy that is highly accessible to the research
community (Hall and Long et al. 2012). Three unique features of our technique
are (a) it uses the same wide field fluorescence microscopy that is currently used
to perform 2D traction microscopy (b) it implements a forward solution making
it possible to compute 3D stress fields for the nonlinear materials commonly
used in 3D cell culture including type-I collagen (c) the software package al-
lows for near real time mapping around migrating cells. using our technique,
we measure the 3D strain and stress fields around single tumor cells (MDA-
MB-231) embedded in type I collagen both during dynamic migration and afterchemical treatment to relax the cell. The relation between collagen microstruc-
ture and cell generated traction is discussed.
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It is well known that various cell types can sense and respond to the mechanical
properties of their microenvironment. Specifically, cells have been known to
spread more when cultured on stiff substrates and are able to match their inter-
nal stiffness to that of the substrate. It has also been recently reported that even
though some cells were cultured on soft but thin coatings attached to stiff sup-
ports, they can perceive an effective stiffness that is much larger than that of the
bulk coating itself and consequently spread as if they were cultured on stiff sub-
strates. Earlier models have estimated the effect of finite thickness by assuming
isotropic traction forces [1] and that the internal stiffness of cells is independent
of substrate stiffness [2]. We generalize these models [1, 2] to show that aniso-
tropic traction forces exerted by cells on substrates can lead to both anisotropic
spreading and anisotropic internal stiffening of cells. Our methods could lead to
a better understanding of the difference between substrate thickness estimated
by atomic force microscopy (AFM) probes and substrate thickness estimated
through changes in cell traction.
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The elastic cytoskeleton contains molecular motors that produce mechanical
forces by which cells attach to and pull on their surroundings. This mechanical
interaction is responsible for many aspects of cellular function, from cell
spreading and proliferation to stem-cell differentiation and tissue development.
Both the cytoskeleton and the extracellular matrix comprise cross-linked, semi-
flexible polymeric filaments, and as such they exhibit very nonlinear viscoelas-
tic behavior that includes a power-law stiffening of the elastic moduli with
increasing stress [1].
Our theoretical work [2] is motivated by traction-force-microscopy experi-
ments of cells that adhere to soft gels. These have shown that non-motile cells
are dominated by force dipoles, comprised of equal and opposite contractile
forces. However, the dependence of strain energy on the total dipole moment
exhibits peculiar scaling laws which have not yet been explained [3].
We consider active force-dipoles embedded in a nonlinear elastic medium, with
constitutive relations inspired by fracture mechanics [4], which obey the strain-
stiffening scaling laws of biopolymers. For strong nonlinearity, the differential
shear modulus diverges at finite strain, and we may employ a small strain (but
strongly nonlinear) expansion. We find that for a spherical force-dipole, strains
change sign with distance, indicating that even around a contractile inclusion or
molecular motor there is radial compression; it is only at long distance that one
recovers the linear response in which the medium is radially stretched. The re-
normalization of the far-field strain field implies that the material’s nonlinearity
causes the active force dipole to be equivalent to one which is dramatically
larger and stronger.
[1] Gardel et al., Science 304, 1301 (2004).
[2] Shokef and Safran, Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 178103 (2012).
[3] Pompe et al., Biophys. J. 97, 2154 (2009).
[4] Knowles, Int. J. Fracture 13, 611 (1977).
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In eukaryotic cells, small changes in cell volume can serve as important signals
for cell proliferation, death and migration. Volume and shape regulation also
directly impacts the mechanics of the cell and multi-cellular tissues. Recent
experiments found that during mitosis, eukaryotic cells establish a preferred
steady volume and pressure, and the steady volume and pressure can robustly
adapt to large osmotic shocks. Here we develop a mathematical model of cel-
lular pressure and volume regulation, incorporating essential elements such as
water permeation, mechano-sensitive channels, active ion pumps and active
stresses in the actomyosin cortex. The model can fully explain the available
